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I

.MATHEMATICS IN THE -TECHNICAL SECONDARY
SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES.

PART I. . I
INTRODUCTORY.'

The secondary technical schools of the United States, because. ofq.
their heterogeneity, present peculiar difficulties tti an investigation
along the lines laid down by the Jnkrnational commission. While
such schools have existed for many years, it is particularly within
the last decade that a great increase in their numbers has taken place,
for it is within that period that the tendency to break away from
the traditions of the general seconchiry schools and to bring the
schools into close contact with industrial , commercial life, rather
than to raise to a maximuth their effici cy in furnishing preparation
for higher education, has become a movement of sufficient strength
to alter essentially the character of existing schools and to determine
that eithov.newly established.

The ",manual training high school " is the oldest of the important
types of public secondary technical schools in the country. As a type,
moreover, it is the most conservative of the schools to he considered in
this report,.in that to a large extent the traditions of the general sec-
ondar school have been retained and the .function of Hie school as
an instrument of preparation for higher education emphasized. The' 7
ideals of this type of school are essentially scientific rather than claw
skill or technical. ,

'At the other extreme stands the " trades school," a type which is
in its infancy as a public ingtitution but examples of which have
exited for many years as private or endowed institutions. Here the

is primarily that of training for immediate entrance into a defi-
nite trade or trades and for efficiency in the work thereof. The school
is not, or is not primarily at leastotn intermediate step in the stu-
dent's progress toward higher education.

These types represent the, extrdmes. It must, however, be repel-11C'
tiered that the lines of demarcation are by no means sharply drawn
and that rigid classification is, at the present time at least, scarcely
possible.
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The schools just mentioned are in the province. of subcommittee 1.
The schools considered by subcommittee 2 fall into three .classes
high schools of commerce, commercial departments of general sec-
ondary schools,,,and private commercial schcx.ds (the so-called " busi-
ness colleges"). On dive' schools, too, though to :I less extent, the
influence of the traditions of the g!eral secondary sliool is in evi-
dence at one end of the series, while at thj other end. the ideal of the
trades school, i. e., training for immediate business activity, is
dominant.

The secondary agricultural schools studied .1)y subcommittee 3 are
of recent origin. More than schools of the alter two class'es they are
supported in whole or in part by State rather than by municipal
appropriations, and consequently_ve to it greater extent under State
stipervision% Their object. is to provide such an education for the
youth of the agricultural commonly aswill tend to retain him in that
community as an efficient member thereof. In consequence. except in
so far as they lead to the agricultural colleges. their tendency is
toward producing immediate vocational efficiency rathei than to serve
as a step toward higher education.

In view of this diversity it may well be ailed what there is in
common among these schoog that justifies their inclusion in the°
same category. The obvioa answer is that the schools in question
are the most recent result of that movement _which has let to the
establishment of the technical colleges and the bioadeiling of the
curricula of the classioal colleges and secondary schools, namely. the
movement toward bringing the instruction within the school into
closer contact with the phenomena and problems of life outside the
school, and toward making the knowledge gained in the school more
immediately useful to the impil when he li:;Ives.

AIM OF THE MATHEMATICAL INSTRUCTION.

With the wide differences in general object hili exist in the
technical secondary schools are naturally associiked similar differ-
ences in the aim of the mathematical instruction fferein.

The schools show. in different degrees the common tendency to
emphasize the utilitarian sine of the subject. Large, well-organized
schools which form an integral part of a municipal school system
or are controlled by university authorities, while reNmizing the
utilitarian sick and providing-for it by suitable selection of.problems---N

and correlation with the work of the 'technical `departments, also
emphasize tint logical element of the subject and the importanceof

' mathematics as an independent science. .
There -are schools in which, if the character of'the test used- io1

any indication, the formal element is predominant; and on. the 'other
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hand, as in the trades school's and the private commercial schools, the
aim is mainly to produce accuracy and speed in the application oft,:
limited range of mathematical principles ,10 the problems of a definite
trade or occupation.

The situation may be illustrated by the following quotations from
information furnished by various schools:

(1) The ends to be attained are the knowledge of a body of geoutetriefil truths
to Ile used in the discovery of new truths, the power to,dra correct inferences
from given premises, the power to use algebraic processes as a means of finding
results 14* practical problems, and the awakening of interest In the science of
Ma theme t

(2) In mathematics two ends are constantly kept in view: First, stimulAtion
ofollh inventive faculty, exercise of judgmenl, development of logical rettsonbig.

and the habit of concise statement k second. the association of tjae brlikehes of
pure.matheinatics with each other and with applied scienc. that the 1111141 niay
see clearly the true relations of principles and things.

(3)- It is the aim to give that knowledge and training to the
students that shall make them capable nwn, ready to meet successfully,the prac-
(teal questions of everyd4 life, and to solve intelligently the problems con-
stantly arising In office. fact4y. and field; hence, the practical side of mathe-.
mattes is k4uphasize4 rather than the purely theoretical. Abstract mathematical
iliscussions. as such, are avoided elcept as they are necessary to a better com-
prehension of results, and then they are made na direct and clear as jossible.

Stress is phased upon the application to mechanical, Physical, and electrical
problems. but It Is Intended that the instruction shall 1w of such a character as
to give the strident power and incentive to perform ordinary mathematical
wrk with confidence, yreeislon, and success.

*-(4) In the courses In mathematics the main purpose is to train the students,
not to prove propositions and formulae, but to make intelligent use of these
propositions and fora/tulle In the solution of original problems.

(.'d) They must.know -enough of mathematics, drawing, and science to insure lr

intelligent, progressive workmanship, as contrasted with rule of thumb methods.

(d) We aim to give them some idea of the subject of elementary mathe-
mattes with :gambit leferenee to Its application injechnicar studios.

CO The aim of the'courses Is tsridold: First, to Wash the methods of com-
pututidn necessau for the solutiop of corium; problems arising In.shop practice;
second, to presea In condensed form the essentials of algebra, geometry, and
trIgonemetry tot the benefit of those who !lave not had a high-school training,
and to show the applications of These subjects to the more advanced types of
shop4)robleins. .

(8) The practical omits of the maned are usually the acquisition of certain{
"rules of thumb" which are lunndiately available In the trade work of the
student: There is probably no very great increase in mathematical abiitTr

(9) The course In mathematics is deidgued:
First, to develop in the pupil the power.of independent thought, to cUltivite

the inventive faculty, and to inculcate the habit of clears concise, logical state-
mint To this enèl the course is so arranged that the graphic, concrete 'brew
of the subject p ede those that are abstract and analytic. ./

go.
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Second, to teach the student, the importance of mathematics in relation to the
applied sciences, the mechanic arts, and to business life. For this purpose lid
Is required to apply the formtilas of.algebra and trigonometry to physics, me-

- charges, chemistry, and engineering;and the short methods of arithmetic and
mensuration to the practical work of bookkeening and architecture.

The course in mathematics as taught in this school Is both preparatory and
complete. Those boys who finish their studies here possess a good working
knowledge of the subject ; and those who continue their studies in colleges or
in technical schools possess an adequate preparation for higher work.

(10) The aim of the instruction Is to inculcate habits of accuracy, rapidity.
and neatness in manipulation of algebraic operations, and to inspire a
'thorough knowled e fundamental principles and lairs of the subject. To
aid lb securing these results the pupils are required to solve a large number of
carefully selected problems.

During the first half of the sophomore year algebra is again taken up. A
thorough review of such pOrtions of the elementary algebra as are deemed
necessary by the instructor is followed by course in advanced algebra. This
coarse ebrers topics usually studied in the freshVnan year in the colleges and*
higher technical schools.

Five recitations a week during the second half of the sophomore year anlithe
first halt of the junior year are devoted to plane and solid geometry. The
instruction alms primarily to use the subject as an instrument of edueation.
Geometry contains a system of knowledge that Is indispensable to success in
many of the pursuits of life, but the presentation of this system of knowledge
can neverlx other than a secondary object in a course of proper instruction lu
the subject. In reality the pupil ordinarily comes to the subject with many of
its leading facts already In his possession. The real objects kept constantly in
view in teaching the subjects are training in logical reasoning, Jin object of
increased Importance, as It is the only coarse in strict reasoning with which a
large number of young people ever become closely acquainted; training in clear
and accurate expression, an object not wisely neglected In any department of
instruction; training in imagination and invention. To aid in these objects, ex-
tensive practice in original exercises is given, in which the pupil is required to
devise his own proof, under thi guidance and suggestions of the instructor.

The last half of the junior year is given to plane and analytical trigonometry.
The textbook is supplemented by frequent filmillar talks pointing out the best
methods of procedure and illustrating the apblIcations of the subject to survey-
ing, navigation, etc. Special stress Is placed upon the use of logarithms in com-
putations and also upon analytical work to insure familiarity on the part of the
pupil with the transformations and definitions necessary to ,success La future
mathematical and engineering courses.

The schools considered. are " secondary " schools, whatever their
specific name, and consequently the aim of their instru 'on, except in
the case of the private commercial sclools and trades schools,
is to a-greater or less degree influenced by the requiremeuts for admis-
sion to higher institutions. In fact, this element is an important
consideratioiLia all of the activities of these schools, though of course
it isnot necessarily predominant.

The mathematical curricula include arithmetic, )3onimitrcial arith-
metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, analytic geometry, the cal-
culus, htory of mathematics, and so-called " applied " or " shop "

th
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a
In schools where curricula are arranged with more or less reference

to the entrance requirements of the colleges, algebra, geometry, and
trigonometty receive aboubthe same amount of time as in general
secondary schools, viz, one year each of elementary algebra and plane
geometry, and one-half year each of advanced algebra, solid geometry,
and trigonometry.. A" year's' work ordinarily represents five exer-
cises per week for 33 to 40 weeks. i. e., a total of 165 to 200 exercises.
The length of the exercises is from 40 to 50 minutes. .

i The data accessible ,render a precise statement of the division of
time between the two algebraic subjects and between the two geo-
metric subjects impracticable. The more advanced subjects are occa-
sionally omitted. and in this case the tendency appears to be toward
the retention of solid geometry and trigonometry rather than ad-
vanced algebra.

The schools to which the above statements, apply are' ordinarily,
though not necessarily, of the type nown as manual- training
schools, as distinguished from the technical," " industrial," or
"trades.' schools.

These latter schools. as well as some.of the manual-training schools,
prefer toa offer a course in arithmetic of from 50 to 200 exercises.

A few schools present courses in so-called "shop mathematics,"
the nature of which 11-ppenrs from the following outline taken.from
the circular of a trades school : obi,

COURSE I. ELEMENTARY.STIOP ARITIISIETIC.

This course comprises work with common and decimal fractions, :measure-
ments. percentage. ratio and proportion, sqOare and cube root ; apply/lag these
principles to such shop problems as gearingsimple and compound; how to
select gears to cut screws and spirals; computations on the lever, including the
lathe indicator, lever safety valve, the l'rony brake; pulleys and hoists; simple,
compound. and differential indexing with the milling machine; problems con-
nected with the speed lathe and engine lathe; computing the horsepower of
steals engines. electric dynamos and motors.

COURSE II, ADVANCED.'-ALOEBRA, GROWETRY, AND TRIDONOIIETRY, WITH A/PR4LICATIONS

TO SHODVIORK.

This course is oi4pii to those who have completed Course I or who 'have had
a preparation equivalent to a good gralmuar-school education. It treats of the
most lamortant principles of algebra, especially of the equation as n means,
of solving problems and of the derivation and use of formulas. ;The practical 1
side of geotlktry is next taken, emphasizing the methods of finding areas and
volumes, weights of bare of various shapes and materials, heating surface of
boilers, etc. The last half of this course is spent on trigonometry. including
the use of logarithms and logarithmic tables and emphasizing: the applications
of trigonometry to the more advanced types of shop prOblems..

The private commercial schools give no mathematics but arithmetic
and commercial arithmetic; the commercia4 departments of several
secondary. schools give commercial arithmetic and sometimes algebra
and geometry; while the 0 hip sehools of commerce' always give.

231.25*-12---2 P -'
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commercial arithmetic and a course in algebra and offer geometry and
trigonometry as elective subjects.

The agricultural schools genera44y give one-half to one year's
work in arithmetic, usually with reference to the problems of farm
life, e. g., farpi accounts, mensuration, bookkeeping. etc. They ordi-
narily give the same amount of time to algebra and geometry as do
of e. r secondary schools. Advanced algebra is occa,ionally given,
trigonometry in about '25 per cent of the schools, frequently with
reference to its use in surveying.

Analytic geometry and the calculus are seldom given except in
schools which properly belong in the- province of Committee IX
in that their work, while not leading to a. degree, nevertheless covers
the first two years of the work of the higher technical schools.
Except for these schools, the subjects mentioned are offered only in
courses preparatory to the colleges.'

The history of mathematics is specifically mentioned by only one
school (and that a school for girls) and is given in connection with
the regular work in algebra and geometry.

As to -the matter of correlation of the mathematical subjects among
themselves or with other subjects, it would appear that it is necessary
to distinguish betwwn the actual state of affairs and the tendencies
at work. Taiiitig the schools as a whole, it may fairly be said that
systematic correlation is not widespread. The principle of correla-
tion, however, is generally regarded with favor, but as a rule it is
not systematically applied, except where the relation of the subjects
(e. g., commercial arithmetic and bookkeeping) is so obvious that
the necessity is apparent. In so far as the term " correlation indi-
'cates use of problems taken from-the applied sciences or from daily

' life, there is fairly general application of 'the principle, but in the
sense of systematic coadaptation of mathematictil and other courses
it is not generally applied..

Fhe situation rAtty be illustrated by the following quotations.:
(1) On'sthe technical side the pupil articulates the mathematics with the

work of the drafting room, shop, domestic science, and domestic art. Teachers
of technical Subjects are In constant toucleswith the mathematics department.
anticipating problems which will arise and reporting immediately to that
department any weakness shown by a pupil in problem or principle.

(2) In this work a great'deei of tune will be spent in ltdx)ratory study, so
that the pupil will obtain such a first-hand knowledge of the subject that he
can afterwards readily and edlciently apply. it In the shops and laboratories.
No sharp distinction will be drawn between algebra, geometry, etc., but the
different methods will be treated merely as various ways of getting ahhe
same thing, of which one way may be the more useful In one case and another
method that best adapted to deal with another situation. At all times the
work in matheniatics will be kept in cloke.touch with the shopwork; the aim
will be to so train the pupil that be can Imelda mathematics in thelibop
EiNadily and 'Wen,.
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These statements are made by schools which strongly emphasize
the prinCiple of correlation. Both are recently organized schools.

On the other hand, we have in answer to the question, ."Are any
systematic attempts made to correlate mathematics with other sub-
jects? " the following:

(3) Some, but more later.
(4) in past, 25 cents on tl dollar: will atm to do better In future.
In tunny eases the ansN.Vor \Vas a flat " No."
The chairman of the committee is of the opinion, based on internal

contradict ions in the evidence submitted by the schools, that no satis-
factory conclusion as to the nature and results of the application of
the principle of correlation can be obtained except on the basis of a
study of a considerable number of schools, this stilly to be made by
a single individual or a small committee and on the spot.

EXAMINATIONS.

There is no evidence to indicate that examinations are to any
extent used as the sole of determining the proficiency of the.
pupil. They are used as auxiliaries for that purpose, but the re-

sults are combined with those of daily work. They are ordinarily
written. may be from -10 minutes to 4 hours in length, and occur
from :10 to 2 times per year. The tendency is toward relatively
frequent examinations. not exceeding hours in length.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

The movement which has fed to the establishment of the second-
ary technical schools finds its principal expression in the emphasis
laid on the concrete. Consequently one should expect to find, and
does find, that increasing attention is paid to the concrete element of
the instruction, both in material and method. Nothing, however,
could be further from the truth than an assertion that as a ela1,_
those schools ha,ye developed and are using methods of instruction
widely different from those of general secondary schools. Certain
schools, it is true, have developtld such methods; the majority have
not.

The info Haim derived from the questionnaires is not extensive
or detail enough to warrant detailed. statements. The basis of
die ahoy assertions lies rather in the direct and indirect evidence
contained in the catalogues of the schools.

As illustrations' of such evidence the following -statements are
quoted:

(1) Lqpils to mathemattca are given acquaintance with the language of
ma tWaticai symbols, called formula. in which problems and laws Involving,

lit, size, time, force, and the like are frequently stated. They are taught
% Understand these formula, to solve problems so stated sn4,1* fee tie
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mathematical symbols in the statement and solution of new problems. Pupils
are taught also to state and solve problems by graphical methods. i. e.. by
scale drawing or by the graph, and Immediately to solve the MDR' by the
algebraic methods of the equation or the proportion. The pupil becomes
familiar with the standard geometrical forms, the, laws of their strueture,
measurement, and r-elation to other forms, and acquires the power to state
these; Laws algebraically, together with seine ability, to make a clear and
logical proof of the truth of geometrical theorems. Geometry and algebra are
carried along together for two years and a part of the third. In the first
year the geometrical laws and concepts furnish mach material for developing
algebraic problems and processes. In the secoud year algebra Is used to
develop geometrical theorems, and to fix them In mind through use. The
school offers a continuous four years course of elementary had advanced
algebra, plane and solid geometry, and plane trigonometry.

In the classnloni a 'combination of laboratory. yeettatIon, and examination
methods is employed. The theory of a new subject, espeiAlly in the earlier.
years, Is usually developed by the instructor: and home work is ossigned to
clari0 and Impress it. and to enlarge Its application. The method of approach
to new subject matter is, In general, that of induction, the particular leading
to the general. the concrete to the obstrUct. Deductive mirk lieeoniesmore
prominent In the late years.

(2) Throughout the entire course this study (mathematics) will be pur-
sued as a means to quantitatit e determination in the workshep,
office, and countIngroom. .Much of the educational value lies in the grasp
which is gives the students of quantitative relations.

Objective work will Introduce new subjects, so that there may be a rational
basis for Intelligent use of symbols an-1 thorough conception of the power
of the equathm. Formuhe should he deduced from relations actually seen.
FO that the pupil mity discriminate between the abst met iomulii and
concrete practical relations to real things.

The boys of our school will have several weeks of constructional geometry
work itt the beginning of their mechanical drawing. This helps to lay a goad
foundation for demonstrative geometry, as well as to be of great practleal
value in their future use of drawing.

ISupplementnry exercises are-given to show sonic of the uses of algebra In
the natural sciences. Correlation between algebra, geometry, and the sciences
In shown wherever possible. The graph and sonic f Its uses are taught in
linear equations and in easy quadratic equations.

In geometry the pupil will to a considerable extent originate his demon-
sttratiems instead of simply memorizing those of the atithor. Model proofs will
be given when necessary to tench good form end logical arguments, but tis a
rule such demonstrations will be given only when the pupils wild otherwise
beat a loss to,know how to proceed.

When a class in trigonometry has developed the working formulas it does
moat of its problem work in the field with the transit. leveling rod, and to -
line. Much of the work is plotted to scale. This work Is found to be Interest-
ing and practical.

Y NIT YEAS.

First term. Algebra to simple equations, Including the application of fee-
toring.in simplifying fractions, and insolvIng easy quadratic equations of one
unknown quantity.

lawful term Algebra% to ratio, Including easy exercises taken from the
lftsiCal and chemical laboratories. The simpler twee of the graph will be
Wight dwing We term...
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SECOND YEAR

Is

First term. The first two books of plane geometry Special nttention/wl I!
begivett us to what constitutes a rigid proof. $uggestions are given on methods
of attacking prot.)sitimis aml problems. Neat, nccurate form work will receive
spOlial attention. and pupils will he reqUired M bistsct Dues, angles, erect per-
pendiculars, and draw parallel Dues by actually using eurnpasaes and ruler.

seem?,1 term. Plane geometry completed. We expect most pupils by this
trine to be able 10 do considerable work on their own Initiative; to be nble to
have !NOE(' 110t1`1111111:1,10L to OVISIOt a propogition set before them.

Th. practical appilcatious of the 'Mid fet are shown whenever possible to
do so.

1 111RD yp-..

First term. Solid geometry.
Scrim,' term. Elementary algebra complte.l. This includes ratio, propor-

tion. variation. imagluarie. series. partial treatment of I;),nontisl theorem,
logarithms. review.

YOUR1 Y

First teem. (1) Plane trigonometry. Development of formulas. Fieldwork
with trough, leveling rod, and tapellne.

(2) Higher algebra.
xoroall term. (1) Descriptive astronomy. A brief. simple. and accurate

account of the heavens as they ore known to-day. It is intended only for
high-school pupils, and to give .S01110 Information 011 the subject that is needed
for the person of ordinary culture. Interesting facts will be studied, but no
attempt can Is' made to gain any cletir conception of the processes by which
the fundamental truths of astronomy have been established. The methods of
discovering the wonderful truths of this subject belong to the advanced student.

21 Higher arithmetic for those who expect to become teachers.
NOTE.The formation of these ein5558 depends on the number of pupils who

arrange their programs so that it would justify the taking of a teacher's
time from the crowded classes in first, second, and third years.

These quotations indicate what is done in certain schools which
have paid much attention to the development of methods.

On the other hand, there are two sources of evidence fur the
statement that the schools a..8 a ela.ss have not developed special
methods of instruction. The one is the negative answer in the an-
swers to the questionnaire; the other is in the lists of textbdoks.
The use of texts dominates t e instruction in the majority of Ameri,..

can schools, and hence the attire of the text is to some extent an
index of the character of th teaching. When one finds, as is actu-
ally the case, a widespread use of a few texts in which the treatment
is essentially abstract and the problems constructed with small ref-
erence to other than formal requirements, it is a justifiable inference
in the absence of evidence to the contrary that the instruction in the
sehools using these texts is not markedly different from that in
general secondary schools using the same texts, and this inference
is strengthened by detailed statements of matter coveted, which not
infrequently are extraets from the tables of ,contents of these text&

While the use of texts, and, indof traditional texts, is general,
the newer schools, especially t in which th.t.industrisl :idea is
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prominent, are to some extent breaking away from these texts and
the corresponding instructional methods. A number of schools
have prepared collections of problems taken from shop practice or
from matter contained in technical periodical literature. Unfortu-
nately but few of these are accessible in published form.

As to the process of instruction, it would appear that the method
of holding recitations upon assigned textbook !Atter is not e,1 incl.
This method, which renders the recitation merely an oral examina-,
tion, is, however, giving place to the method of development of new
matter by questioning on the basis of the pupil's fund of knowledge.
The use of problems as an instruction to new matters of theory is
apparOntly more common thin the use of problems solely as
cations of a didactically presented theory.

It must be said, however, that the evidence on this point is meager
and conflicting.

It must be borne in mind, moreover. that even approximate uni-
formity of method does not exist. The nature of flue school, the
necessity of preparing students for external examinations, the prep-
aration and personality of the teacherall have their influence on
the method of instruction.

The laboratory method of instruction can not be said to be widely
used. The term may be taken as denoting the use of experiMental
processes devised for the purpose of discovery or emphasis of mathe-
matical truths. The mathematics is the final goal. the physical
process the means. The method may be illustrated by the following
quotation:

Algebraic problems are developed from the 111%\i of percentage from the skies.
angles. and areas of iolygons. The laws of the !ever Mid of beams are.estab.
Ilshed by experiments In the classroom and are wade the basis for the develop
ment of the fundamental processes 41 the laws of sight. Drawing to scale
gives ninny problems In. similarity of triangles and In ratio and proportion.

Allied to the laboratory method, but distinct from it, is that
Which may be termed the "shop method." Isere as in the former
physical processes are ustd, but the physical result is the final goal.
the mathematical truth, u thing which iteintroduced and devel-
oped because it becomes necessary to the accomplishment of that
end. The method may be illustrated by the following quotation:

womanor UATIIF.MATICL

After a thorough review, which demonstrates to the pupil and the Instructor
the ability of the farther for this Important branch of his trade, the apprentice
Is led, by the solution of practical problems, through the necessary portions of
arithmetic, algebra, geometry. and trigonometry. These subjects, when pre-
sented to pupils in the abstract, are frequently beyond their mental grasp, but
when connected with their trade practice theAboolute necessity of this knowl
edge becomes plain; the student then. attacks the problem from a new stand-
point and with renewed viger, and succeeds in mastering the dhliculties.
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All ilie problems in this branch of apprenticeship, also, are specially pre-
pared by the Instructors and printed by neostyle. Much of this work is re-
quired to he done by the students as home study. Lectures and shop talks
supplement the workshop mathematics':

It is, of course, scarcely necessary to add that the distinction
between the two methods, as they are actually used, is not absolute.
It is a difference in The position of the center of gravity of the in-
struction, which; if great, may amount to a qualitative distinction.

Some of the more distinctively vocational schools and all the com-
mercial schools emphasize to a greater extent than the others the
matter of computation, for the evident. reason that with them the
numerical result is a matter of technical importance.

In the commercial school particularly unremitting drill on the
elementary processes of arithmetic is an essential feature of the
instruction. Naturally the proportion of time expended on such
drill depends on the breadth of the curriculum, and is greatest in the
private c6nuneekal schools, where the only mathematical subject,
commercial arithmetic, is essentially a technical subject.. In the
" high schools of commerce.' the drill is important, but the broader

.curriculum permits emphasis on the theoretical side of the subject.
Naturally, in all the commercial schools much attention is paid to
the use of material dra)yn front commercial practice.

PREPARATION OF CANDIDATES FOR TEACHING.

Ip the greater number of schools a considerable proportion of the
teachers arc graduates of "normal schools,- or schools of college
grade. In many instances they are graduates of engineering schools,
and, in a few cases. they possess the doctor's degree (obtained kt
course). In the trades end industrial schools some of the teachers
have had experience in a trade or in one of the engineering pro-.' fessions; in the commercial s .pools many of the teachers have had
experience in business hou

The question of the pt paration of teachers is the-gravest which
these schools have to fact, particularly those in which the trades or
industrial element is predominant. " Normal'-'- courses for teachers
of "manual training" exist, but there appears to be as yet little
provision for the training of men who, with an adequate knositledge
of the technique and problems of a trade, also possess a thorough
knorledge of the science of mathematics and of the theory and
practice of education. Such men exist, but they are few in numbers
and are the result of accidental circumstances, not of organized in-
struction. A few institutions, notably Teachers College, Columbia
University, are now offering courses desikned to meet the needs of
persons preparing to teach mathematics in the secondary technical
schools.

-
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PART II.

MODERN; IDEAS CONCERNING SCHOOL ORGANIZATION.

The manual training; the industrial, the trades, the agricultural
schools, and the high schools of commerce are, in their present form,
essentially new types of school 'which have been developed as the
result of the movement to render instruction more concrete and
immediately available.

-COEDUCATION.

The schools considered by this committee are fortunate in that the
vexed question of coeducation presents itself in so objective a manner
as to permit sane discussion, in, some respects at least. The question
of the simultaneous attendance of the two sexes at the same institu-
tion is one which may be regarded as settled in America by custom.
This question need not concern us here.

On the other hand, in proportion as the schools are distinctively
vocational, the question of segregation rather than coeducation be-
comes important. Segregation becomes imperative when the voca-
tional element is predominant and differs for the two sexes. When-
ever in the schools considered, correlation of the mathematical in-
struction with that in the technical subjects is regarded as essential,
the difference between the technical interests of the two sexes is
found to be so great that the successful application of the prinCiple
of correlation renders segregation necessary.

On the other hand, in the commercial and agricultufal schools the
interests of the two sexes are so nearly identical that segregation in
the cla§ses in mathematics is neither imperative nor usual. The same
considerations hold with refevene,e to the sex of the teacher.

MODERN TENDENCIES CONCERNING THE MM OF INSTRUCTION AND
OF THE BRANCHES OF STUDY.

There is a tendency to omit so-called ," useless subjects," but the
criteria are variable and often contradictory. The tendency, how-
ver, is to omit subjects regarded as involving complex manipula-
ion or difficult theory unless they are of essential and inlechate

vocational importance. Fot example, the extraction of numerical
_cube mot, partial payments, etc., are omitted from the courses in
arithmetic given- in the agricultural schools. On the other hand,
the commercial department of a high school omits as useless the
subject of graphs from its course in algebra. In general, however,

16
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the tencteny is to retain the traditional content of the courses of the'
general secondary school, xcept in those schools whose courses are
arranged with reference to mediate' technical availability.

The general tendency is, moreover, not .to increase the content of
the courses or to replace old subjects by new except in so far as the
so-called . workshop mathematics may he regarded as a new sub-
ject. Such courses are new in their point of view and their concrete
material, but not in their mathematical elements.

In this connection may be mentioned, however, the general tend-
ency to introduce elementary trigonometry into the curriculum be-
cause of its niunerous applications to shop n.oblems and to surveying.

EXAMINATIONS.

There appears to be no noticeable tendency to abolish examinations
but rather to subordinate them to the regular work.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

With the increase in the size of the cities and the centralization or
industries has come a decrease in the fund of general knowledge
which is av;t4inVe in the,child as a basis for mathematical instruction.
In the days of small shop in the small- town the artisan's boy
frequented the shop and used his father's tools. He learned in a
desultory and accidental way, perhaps. but nevertheless he learned
to plan, measure, and build, and became ficquainted with the materials
and methods of the various forms of industrial activity. From all
this the city boy of to-day is excluded.

In consequence of this the concrete basis which the boy formerly
obtained for himself, and unconsciously, must now be systematically
provided by the school. The mathematically ill-equippedty.acher
of an earlier period had no suitable mathematical superstructure to
erect on the excellent foundation provided by the boy; the better-
equipped teacher of to-day finds the foundation inadequate to sup-
port the structure he is prepared to erect. The consequence of this '
essentially economic change is that systematic intuitive instruction
in the school is becoming increasingly necessary and is supplied with
increasing frequency, e. g., by the use of " laboratory 'i and "'shop
methods " and by the use of concrete problems.

The technical secondary schools from their very nafure ten to
adapt their instruction to this need more readily than do the ge al

4
secondary schools, and with apparent success. One school reports:

Tile boys take bold of mathematics as if they "needed it in their business." .
Our boys are not exceptionally bright, and yet the best section of girls in a
" regular " high school would not be able to keep pace with them. i

Along with this tendency to emphasize the intuitive element in)
instruction, there -is the conservative tendency, partly due to inertia

2:1125°-12-8 r
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and partly to external academic requirements,. td emphasize the
abstract element.

In view of the lack of central control of American schools. the
existence of these two conflicting tendencies, especially the hitter, can
not be regarded as otherwise that fortunate for the future of mathe-
matical study aid researtt to this country.

The general secondary schools already feel the competition of the
technical secondary schools. The danger liesthe possibility that
the attractiveness of the intuitional and immediately available ele-
ment of the instruction in these technical scliools, whose ideal ap-
proximates to that of the trades school, may so diminish the abstract
and logical element in the mathematical curricula of all the second-
ary schools, general as well as technical, as to hinder the progress of
mathematics asap science in this country.

The lack of concrete basis for mathematical instruction is the cause
of a tendency, expressed in the curricula of certain schools, to pre-
cede the demonstrative work in geometry b/r work in "constructive"
or " inventional" geometry. The circular irf one school says:

This study (geometry) Is, first of all, inventional. With ruler, millers. com-
pass, and protractor, the pupil is taught to draw geometrical figures and then
to study and understand them. After a term's work In industrial geometry.
the pupil .studies plane and then solid geometry with an Interest %Vali would
not be possible otherwise.

The age oj the pupils in the schools considered is such that, once
they have becyre familiar with the elementary geometric concepts
through their work in constructive geometry, the logical element of
the subject can be made predominant.

Material aids to mathematical instruction are of course much in
evidence in schools Aich make use of the "laboratory" or the
"shop method" Of instruction. In geometry and trigonometry, when
climatic conditions are favorable, outdoor work is occasionally used.
In solid geometry the use of models made by the pupils is,/ not
infrequent.

Excepting in the commercial schools, where the matter is one of
vital importance, the matter of computation does not receive the
general attention one would expectin schools of essentially vocational
purpose. A few schools, however, lay much stress on the matter,
and one, at least, offers a course ,on the subject, the outline of which
ray be quoted:

COMPUTATION.B class. (Applied Mathematics.)

A course in the Interpretation and application of standard engineering for-
mule, abbreviated methods of calculation, the use of mathematical tables,
approximation by graphical methods, and the-nse of computing devices. The

14% solution of practic44 problems..
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of approximation.

of the problem. of giving mathematics a better place in popular in-
struction

To develop In him at the save time accuracy laid speed.

The aims of the course are

3. To cultivate the ability to estimate results with It reasonably close deg

1. To give the student some adequate acquaintance with computing methods.

4. To minimize labor In his calculations.

The experience of the vocational schools indicates that the solution
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struction and of reacting against the prejudices against the science
lies in bringing the.subject into such close relation with the activities
of daily life. especially those of an industrial nature, that the neces-
sity of a knowledge of the subject is felt. From the standpoint of
the progress of the science -this is the valuable element in " workshop
mathemat ics."

The dangerous element in " \ vork-hop mathematic;" is not funda-
mentally distinct 'from that which is so often the bane of abstract in-
struction and against NN hich the ,representatives of the secondary
technical schools so emphatically protest, namely, excessive formalism.
By formalism is here meant the unthinking and mechanical execution
of mathematiciil processes without regard to the 'significance of the
data, the operitions, or the results.

This formalism-may be illustrated by the f011owig problem taken
front a published collection that is somewhat w All, used: The di-
mensions of the parts of a rather complex combination of crank,
screw, and gears are given, and it is required to find the weight which
can be raised by a force of GO pounds applied to the crank. The
mathematical work involved is merely the numerical evaluation of a
rational fraction the factors of whose terms are given. TO pub-
lished answer is 203,575.68 pounds; that is, a weight of a hundred tons
is given to the sixth part of an wince. It is evident that such a result
can be obtained only by .a mechanical and unthfnking use of the
mathematical processes involved; awl without the slightest colord-
eration of the significance of the concrete elements of the problem.
This is formalism pure and simple, and it is the more pernicious in
that it masquerades under the guise of "chop mathematics" and

.1 claims -to be an example 'of how toeapply mathematical priAciples,
rules, and formulas to the solution of such (i. e.. shop) problems."

There is a desire among some of the teachers of mathematics in the
secondary technical schools to Weak down the avventional barriers
between the several branches of mathematics, and in a few cases this
desire has-been r6alized. The principarlifficulty mentioned concern-
ing this movement appears to be the lark of textbooks designed for
such combined courses, a difficulty which is not inconsiderable by
reason of the dominant position of the textbook in American mathe,
matical instruction. A feti such texts, however, have been published.
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There are administrative diffieulties,particularly in the case of schools
which articulate closely with the grades on the one hand and the col-
leges on the other, and- these difficulties, while not mentioned by the
schools, have proved a serious barrier to the movement in the colleges.
The conservatism of teachers also retards the establishment of these
combined courses.

It would appear that the .technical and industrial scimols offer
unusual advantages for the development of combined courses, because
oi the fact that,. in the newer ones at least, the articulation 41th
established schools is less close and the force of tradition less strong
than in the general secondary schools. It must be remembered,
however, that these combined courses are of comparatively recent
origin, while the truditional courses are the result of a long period
of evolution. The combined course is in the experimental stage. and
for thiS stage of its evolution the secondary technical schools offer.
for the reasons just mentioned, a favorable culture medium.

Wherever the courses are separated it appears that the study of
the elements of algebra-precedes that of plane geometry. The rein-
tive position of the second course it: algebra and that in solid geom-
etry is variable.

\\
Y. RELATION BETWEEN MATHEMATICS AND OTHER BRANCHES.

While systematic coadaptation of the course.; in mathematics and
those in other subjects is not general,' therd is a strong tendency to
make such adaptation to a greater or less degree. The tendency may,
and sometimes does, take the form of emphasis on the application of
mathematical-results at the expense of the logical and demonstrative
element of mathematics anil of its dignity as an independent science.
The " pocketbook engineer" has his counterpa 'rt in the secondary
schools. More frequently, however, the tendency finds a more rational
expression in the form of emphasis. in the mathematical courses, upon
problems derived from other branches. These problems may serve
as an introduction to'the demonstrative work or as an application of
its results.

The difficulties and dangers in the working out of this tendency
are precisely the same as those ,which arise in a similar situation in
the higher schools. Unfortunately, neither 'the teacher of mathe-
matics nor the teacher of the technical subjects its omniscient. The'
one lacks technical training, the other a thoroughly grounded knowl-
edge of the science of mathematics.

. A. study of published collections of problems used by some of the
schools indicates that the mathematical principles involved in the
technical problems considered in their courses are, for the most

, part, .of a very elementary character. In geometry, the propositions
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of congruence and similarity, the theorem of Pythagoras, and the
mensurational theorems; in trigonometry, the definitions and ele-
mentary properties of the functions with their use in the compos'i-
tion and resolution of vectors; and in algebra the fundamental operi,
ations and the solution of linear equations and binominal equations
of lower degree forip the theoretiell basis for the greater part of
the proYems in question. The problems arising in surveyinif, of
course, require more extended knowledge of trigonometry, and the

cried problems of the machine shop involve algebraic principles
of a more advanced character.

For example, problems on the efficiency of hoisting devices .(frie-
tion considered) and in the design of cone pulleys involve geomet-
ric progressions; problems of gearing and screw cutting involve in-
determinate equations, Euclid's algoriNin of the greatest common
divisor amrcontinued fractions.

REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON SECONDARY COMMER-
CIAL SCHOOLS.

Roureeo t f infortnotiol. This report is band on statistical Information obtained by
means of questionnaires and on other data available to the nmbern of the committee,
especially the chairman, as members 'Cif Ito instructing staffs of commorcial schools.

The report was prepared by the chairman of the solieonunittee In consultation with
the father membets and with the chairman of the cotnmlitce on seemdnry technical
sehools.

. Also of the report.As some of the work of the schools considered does not greatly
differ from that of general secondary schools the Kobinan Mil I ce he.. confined itself largely
In this-report to the consider:ohm of the points of difference between the work of the
commercial anti of the general secondary schoolsthis nature, cause, and restilts of these
differences.

Classification of schools.. he schools considered by the Sitbcpm-
.

mittee fall into thrff classes, viz, high schools of commerce, commer-`
cial departments.of general secondary schools, and rivate commercial
schools (the so-called business colleges).

The private schools were first in the field; their primary aim was
and is preparation for immediate vocational activity. .Though they
are, therefore, essentially of the same nature as " trades schools" and
are largely conducted for profit. the committee is impressed with their
educational Value and the professional spirit of their instructing staffs.

There are. many of these schools throughout the country. The
fact of their existence is proof of the' demand for the kind of'educn-
tion they offer. It is a further testimony of the4ork done 'by these
schools when it is cited that sonic cities, as Berkeley, Cal., already
offer a two-years' course in' commercial subjects. Boston, Mass., has
just voted:to establish a central 'clerical high school, to be in session
from 9 to 5; its scopt3 of work will be that.usually offered by the best
business colleges.

The commercial department in the general high school is the natr
uraloutgrowth of the success of the private Conu4cial school; just
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as earlier in the history of our country the general high school was
the outcome of the success of the academy. Moreover, just 14 the
private academies began to go out of existence with the success of ttie
general high school, so that now but a comparatively few of those
in existence from 1850 to 1860 still remain, in the same way it is
probable that the public schools will do more and more of the work0now being done by the private commercial schools.' And just as
there are now some academies still in existence, and in it most
healthy condition, so is it likely that we shall always have our priv-
ate commercial school; but it is improbable that we shall have all
that we have at present.

The same observation which is made here with regard to the
pioneer work of the commercial college- is manifest in the history
of many features of our present educational system; the need is first
shown by experiment carried by private enterprise, either philaij-
thmpic or commercial; then the public-school department, hitherto
-oassive, becomes eager to incorporate the private success into its own
field of activities.

Since the commercial department of Se general high school aims
to do the work of the private commercial school. there will be but
little to report in regard to them in addition to what will be reported
for the private school beyond the fundamental differences between
the two kinds of schools in all respects.

The commercial high school is but one step beyond tfie commercial
department and must be from the nature of affairs restricted to the
larger cities. However, this step to the separate high school is ;
long one. The "high school of commerce" expects to give a bettd
fitting for business life than either the private commercial school or
the commercial department can: better than the one because the
course is longer and its scope is broa-der: better than the other be-
cause the work of the four years in the high school is much more
specialized.

COURSES OF THE SEVERAL TES OF SCHOOLS.

In the private commercial school the length of course varies from
three months to two years, depending on the preparation and wish
of the pupils. The usual course, however, is for one year. Certifi-
cates or diplomas are given for work covered. The same work is
given for both boys and girls, as would be expected since they are
found in the same class. The entrance requirements are not as
clearly defined as for the public secondary school; the scheme is
rather toy put the pupils into those cllIsseswhere they can take up the
work to best advantage. The-age of the pupils varies from 14 to 20,
as a general rule; both younger and older pupils, however, will be
found in attendance.. .
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In the commercial department of the high school, the course is of
four years' length; the studies in the commercial department are but
a part of the student's studies; the others are taken from the general
course of the school. The diploma given at the end of the course is
the general school diploma and does not usually specify that the
pupil is a graduate of the commercial department; it states rather
that he is a graduate of the school; the diploma is the same as that
given to the graduates of all the other departments of the school
this statement holds true so far as facts have come to the observation
of the members of this cormilittee. The work of6the first year for
pupils in this course does not vary materially from that of the other
pupils of the scW)ol:. accordingly. the same entrance requirement
holds for allthat they satisfactorily complete the grammar-school
course. The average age is from 14 to .20 years from entrance to
graduation.

In the commercial high school, usually called " high school of
commerce.- the same general consideration for age and entrance
holds true as in the case of the commercial department. The cur-
riculum. however, is more spegialized. The aim of the school is to
prepare for a commercial life in a broad senses The commercial
departments prepare more for secreturial and clerkship positions
and make bookkeeping. stenography, and typewriting, the courses
around which the work of the school centers. The schools of com-
merce make the economic sciences and courses the subjects around
which the work of the school centers. The other subjects are studied,.
but are given but comparatively small emphasis in working out the
aims of the school. Business men's organizations condected pith
such schools are of great value to them.

THE AIM AND SCOPE OF THE MATHEMATICAL INSTRUCTION.

The only blanch of. mathematics that is taught in the private com-
ercial schA is commercial arithmeticsometimes call business

arit unetic. The placing of commercial arithmetic as ne of'the
brt ches of mathematics is one of the points of differe ce between
the American and the German practice, for in Germany it is con-
sidered as one of the branches of the commercial studies. The aim
of the work is to give drill, constant drill, in the ordinary operations
of business, so as to secure habits of accuracy. speed of computation,
and skill in mental operations:

There arc usually five recitations per week, and the usual length
of the recitation is 45 minutes. Some schools have 'recitations, how-
ever, that are one hour in length.. The work in commercial arith-
metic in the schpols irmade to correliite more with the work in
bookkeeping than, with any other subject. The teachers in these

. schools frequently make the complaint about the previous
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tion of their pupils in arithmetic, that. they lack in accuracy.ispeed,
and knowledge of practical problems. Some schools report. how- .

ever, that the foundation which they have in mathematiag training
is excellent for the )1N11 that.the business college wishes to give them.
The Comment made by the teachers in these schools is also made by
many of the teachers in the other types of schools..

In the commercial departments the same subject is offered as is
offered in the private commercial schoolcommercial arithaq4ic.
The subject is nearly always elective in the school, but required for
those who wish to take the commercial course. The length of red-
tation period varies from 40 to 43 minutes usually, and the number
of recitation periods varies from two to five per week throughout
the year, or the equivalent of it. The work is most, often taken in
the second of the four years of the pupil's course in the high school.
It is sometimes, however, taken up in the first year of the course.
In schools where the, pupils also take algebra either the arithigie
is-carried on at .the same time that. the algebra is or it is taken up
after the pupils have had one year of algebra. The latter is more
often the case. Accordingly. the usual age of pupils taking this
subject is 14 to 1( years. In' the New York nigh School of Com-
merce the subject is given by the commercial department; in Boston
by the mathematical department.

In such schools as these the commercial arithmetic is usually cor-
reltated with the work in bookkeeping; less often it is correlated
with work in physics. One school reports that it is made to cor-
relate with the study of commercial laic. It is very evident where

-this can be done, since the discussion of many problems arising in
commercial arithmetic, involve questions of both' custom and law.

Where algebra is offered in these schools the pupil of the commer-
cial deptirtnients are found in the seine classes that the pupils of
other departments are fowl in. Hence the report given by thtzm-
mittee on the general high school regards algebra will 1)e appli-
cable to the algebra of the commercial departments. This same

L observation holds true for geometry and trigonometry.
In the commercial high school, however, mathematics is given

more time. In the first year algebra is taken up for either four or
five periods per week, with recitation periods of from 40 to 45 minutes
in length. The algebra is uttered largely as a vocational subject, and
the problem is made the central thought in the development of the
subject,' the equation isastudied, in so far as it help in solving
the problem, and the different processes are taught only in so far as
they help in sqlving the equation. The general aim is to' study the
applications, and only such priticiples of the science as help one to
tinderitand the:applicons.

,))
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The work in this subject is correlated with the other work of the
school. It is evident where it is correlated with arithmetic, from
the close relation existing in the nature of the subject, it is coi're-
Ned with the ,work in science. -in drill work, in the formulas of
physics. and in problems taken from the field of natural science. In
the use of squared paper and in the graphical representation of simple

Atati.;tics. it is correlated well with the work in commercial geography
and economics: in the matter of requiring the same standards of
good penmanship that are exacted in the penmanship classes and in
the matter of rapid calculat inns. invoicing, and the various applica-
tions of percentage. it is correlated with the business technique
classes: in requiring explanat ion;, oral and iv rittenexpre,rsed in good
English. it is correlated with the work of the English department.

The descriptioisberegiven for the inetliod of t ?aching algebra is
taken from the usage of the Boston Nigh School of Commerce; it
applies with equal force to a. great inyly general high schools of t
country. It would be Very hail to present a statement about
teaching of algebra that would be armve cewire: s(.me criticism
would be sure to come from some part of the country. There is a
feeling of. unrest throughout the country as regards the teaching of
algebra. and ea7orne-s to make the subject noire significant than it
has yet been in secondary instruction.

The work in commercial arithmetic has all the features of the
same work done in the private commercial schools and in the, com-
mial departments. The time iallowance is the same as for algebra.
Since the merchants are much intereOed in these schools, practical
material is available from them whiehMould be otherwise impossible
to obtain.. The stores of the city are the laboratories Af the students
of the commercial high school. The books and accounts of such
stores have muck material that is of the utmost value tothe school,
and that material is being sought out by the teachers of the com-
mercial high sclaxd. and already quite a little has been brought into
use in the classroom.

Besides the drill in rapid and accurate perfetripancr of arithmetical
operations, this work aims to give drill in tilt) real significance of
numbs% drill in habits of sustained attention and concentration of
effort, and drill in specific ifroblems brought in from the business
houses. The general aim is to give drill rather than to teach the
pupils anything new. The subjects emphasized aye the fundamental
operations applied to integers, common fractions and decimal frac-
tions, percentage, interest, stocks, bonds, sinking funds, insurance and
taxes, and equation of aunts. ArithmAical operations which are
seldom found in business are omitted:

This work is correlated with other departments of the school in
many .ways. The. extensive study of significant statistics having to
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do with the commercial life of the city, State, or Nation, and the
graphical representation of the same in all the more common forms
of graphics are of great value to the pupils in their economic' studies
later on, as is likewise the study of actual problems in stocks, bonds,
and sinking funds. The teachers of bookkeeping and commercial
arithmetic are constantly in communication, so that their work may
be of much assistance to each other. The work of the English
department is emphasized as in the case of algebra.. Tian work is
correlated with the s,-ience department in the manipulation of some
of the practical problems encountered in the science work.

Geometry and trigonometry are sometimes studied, but they are
studied for their cultural rather than for their vocational values;
accordingly there is it freejdom of meth(i lnd choice of theorems
which would otherwise be impossible.

It is pointed out that a school which emphasizes the practical side
of algebra should also-emphasize the pi act ical side of geometry and
trigonometry. This.statement is true, and it is quite probable that
sonic time in the future we shall have a course in Chese studies more
applicable to the commercial high school., This, however, is a problem
which has not yet been worked out in connection with no com-
paratively recent a departure in education as the commercial high
school.

The preparation in mathematics of pupils entering the commercial
high school is the same as that of those who enter the classical higschool

or.the general high school. Since these features of 'the Amer-
ican educational system should be more properly treated in the
reports concerning those schools, they will be omitted here.

In both the private commercial school and the commercial depart-
ment, special desks are provided for the tudents; these desks are
made to conform as much as possible to commercial usage. In the
commercial high school these desks are found in the department'of
business technique.

In some schools which have no commercial department a half year
of advanced arithmetic or commercial arithmetic is offered during
the senior year, less often dying the junior year; this course covers
such essentials of everyday arithmetic as every high-school graduate
is supposed to be prepared with.

THE EXAMINATIONS.

In most States diplomas from the school are not dependent on a
final examination of the work covered during the course, nor no,.
the examinations at all of that nature. They are more commonly
given every, week, two weeks, or month on the work covered during
the time since the last examination. The examinations are only
incidents of more or less importance in the progress of the work.
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The regular daily work is considered of much more importance in
estimating the pupils' progress and educational worth than the
examinations are. This principle holds true of all three kinds of
schools.

THE METHODS OF TEACHING.
.....

Textbooks are very freely used both for class work HIM for home
work: and many excellent books on commercial arithmetic have been
written by the teachers ilk these schools, particularly by he teachers
of the private commercial schools. Since the .general of the
work is to give accuraq and speed, much oral work is given for
mental drill. The textbooks are. made up of the kind of problems
that are met with in the business activity of the country as far as
the author has discovers sage and custom of business houses.

Interest tables. simple and compouod. are the only kind of tables
that find much use in the arithmetic work: a few schools report the
use of logarithmic tables. The Boston High School of Commerce
advocates their use in the .commercial arithmetic work, by the obser-
vation of their use in statistical offices by peojile who have never
studied any mathematics beyond the arithmetic. .

Many' of the private schools, fewer of the public schools, report the
possession of adding machines. This is not surprising when we
consider how recently such machines have come into general com-
mercial use. 'It is significant. however, that our schools are begin-
ning to ri'cognize that the adding machine is its necessary to modern
business as is the typewriter. Instruction on the latter forms a recog-
nized part, of every commercial course, and within a few years the
skillful operation of the adding machine will doubtless be taught in
all the well-equipped commercial schools.

One school reports the possessio'n of ii cash register and loose-leaf
ledger. Other kinds of calculating machines are seldom, if ever,
found in the schools.

Some teachers in the commercial high stiool report the use of
the laboratory method to good advantage. By this ne2thod. a set of
exercises is chosen. in some such subject. as common fractions, from
the commercial life of the city, State, or \ation. Elicit pupil is
given a. separate probleman experimenton \ Ilell to work. Inas-
much as all problems are different, the pup' is thown on his own
resources; since results are proportionate to efforts expended, such
work offers an incentive to ambitions pupils for extra work.

Sets of exercises have been compiled for such subjects as addition
and subtraCtion, mtfltiplication and division, cottunon factions, deci-
mal fractions and percentage, exchange work, stock intoicing, mark-
ing goods, and sinking funds.

The methods in algebra vary from the usual course in that subject
as much es is consistent with the different aim of the subject; the
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mental exercises are more particularly drilled in the commercial high
school than in the general high school. Ratio and proportion are
taken up early in the course, since th9 work is so closely related to
the work in equations.

geometry is taught quite irrespective of college entrance require-
ments.

PREPARATION OF CANDIDATES FOR TEACHING.

But a few of the teachers in private commercial schools are college
men. The preparation of the teachers for the work of instruction
has been by attending the private commercial school, or by havin,g
attended a commercial department. in a general high school, or by
having had actual business experience. Marty of the teachers in
these schools have had this business training, and, of course, this fact
gives them one excellent qualification for this particular kind of in-
struction. Teachers are quite often found in these schools who have
had practical training -in higher accounting or have pursued courses
in the subject. -

The preparation of teachers for the commercial high school is of
higher grade, from an academic point of view, than that of teachers
of the other two departments. The best teachers for this particular
kind of a school are yet to come. The school is a comparatively recent

accordingly, the demand for teachers for this special
kind of school is comparatively a new one. They nearly all now have
good academic training; what they will need in tlic future is more
business training. The teachers are taking the problem seriously,
too, and are making decided and effective steps to supply their
deficiency in these regards.

he preparation of the teachers in the commercial department of
tl high schools, of necessity from the nature of affairs, has been
muc to same as that for private commercial schools. Preparation
has been mainly in the private comtnercial schools and from the com-
mercial departments of the high schools. A smaller number by far
have obtained husinesli experience; this is probably due to the lack
of salary inducement more than to the nature of the problem.

In the past, few college men, or women, have gone into this line of
-professional work; but with the present tendency toward vocational
education, so manifest in the country, more college men are under-
taking it.

A marked adVanCe was made two years ago when the Salem
(Mass.) State Normal School offered both pedagogical and vocational'
courses in the,commercial subjects. This course his met with"such
success since its institution that the course has been lengthened to
three years, with a corresponding addition of opportunities offered to
thastudents. A few other State normal schools in the country had
previously offered the vocational °onlne. The Albany (N. Y.) State
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Normal College has since then offered the same kind of courses that
the Salem school offers. The private normal school at Valparaiso,
Ind., has long conducted training courses for commercial teachers, as
have also several other private normal scho. 1s of the Middle West. It
is further interesting to note that the Teacht s College of New York
City is preparing to inaugurate (1910-11) a course in commercial
arithmetic, and later one in stenography and t dewriting. Simmons
College for Girls, of Boston, for the past few years has also been
meeting the demand for instruction suitable for preparation fot:'
teachers of commercial departments of high schools.

It can readily be seen that a great many teachers of commercial
subjects in the future will get their preparation from these normal
schools. It is well that these schools offer this opportunity, for the
demand for commercial education becomes more pronounced year by
year, and there is constant demand for more and better trained
teachers.

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SECONDARY AGRI-
CULTURAL SCHOOLS.

The agricultural high school is of recent origin in Ns United
States and owes its existence to several causes. Probably those
most pf:tent are the growing conviction in the niind of the rural'
community that it must furnish some form of education beyond
that given in the district school of grammar grade, the recent
awakening t the necessity of industrial education of some form for
every commi city, and the attempt to in ce the General Gov-
ernment .to ppropriate funds toward the dstt ort of agricultural
high schools in each congressional district.

That the concentration of school districts in the country, with
provision for the transportation of pupils from a sufficiently large
territory to form a graded school, has materially increased the
efficiency of the rural schools is undisputed. That the same prin-
ciple extended to the secondary school will be successful is expected
by the rural communities which have undertaken the task of sec-
ondary education.

These secondary schools, started in agricultural districts and main-
tained in practically every instance by public funds, in many cases

-by the State itself, have attempted with more or less success to
adapt the work of the school to the principal industry of the sec-
tionthat of agriculture, and accordingly 4hey have formed their
curriculum to give prominence to the Sciences underlying that in-
dustry and have curtailed the instruction in other lines, most notice-
ably perhaps that of foreign language. .

This brief statement is made by the subcommittee in order that the
result of the questionnaire sent out may be better understood..,
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Your subcommittee sent to the department of public instruction
of nearly every State a rrluest for the list of secondary agricul-
tural schools within the State, and in pragtically every instance a
reply was received giving the information asked for. In many
instances schools not -of secondary grade were mentioned,. as well
as schools in which "some" agricullie was taught, but which were
not styled agricultural schools. The subcommittee, believing that
an inquiry into the teaching of such schools was not within their
province, rejected all schools mentioned which did not seem to come
under the head of secondary agricultural schools. As a result of
the inquiry, a list of 05 schools was obtained which seemed to ern:
brace all that properly came under the class delegated to this sub-
committee.

The distribution of these schools was of interest to the subcom-
mittee. About half the number were in the Southern. States,,and
nearly as many in the middle Western States, while the East and
Fai. West were represented by an occasional school. Some of the
leading agricultural States seemed to have no schools of thip kind,
notably Iowa, Illinois, Allissouri, and Kansas. It was found that
schools of this class existed in only about one-fourth of the States,
and that in but 8 States, of which 5 were Southern States, did they
seem to be established by districts.

A questionnaire of limited scope and admitting of easy reply,
covering the source of students, method of support, kind of control,
special aim of school, general and mathematical curriculum, methods
of admission, and special questions on the instruction in ninthe-
matics, was framed and sent to the schools listed, and replies were
received from about 40 per cent of the number, and judging from
the replies, in most instances from typical schools of the different
sections. Based on these replies, the following ddductions and
comments are given:

The schools are generally located in the country, or in small rural
-towns, and draw their students largely from the homes of the farm-
ers, although a number report that the students 'are recruited from
all classes. They are all supported by public funds. Some have
State support and others aresmaintained by local taxation..,In most
instances both State and local funds are used. They are practically
all coeducational.

The predominant aim seems to be to fit the pupil, for farm life,
and to emphasize those subjects bearing on agriculture and domestic
science. In many instances the' avowed purposes of the school are
to create a deeper interest in things agricultural, to direct the in-
terest of the pupil to the problems of the farm, elml to hold the
attends to the advantages of rural life as compared with those of
the city.
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To attain these ends the curriculum is more or less affected. Spe-
cial stress is laid upon& sciences, and departments bearing directly
on agriculture and domestic science are introduced. A number report
that the curriculum is not materially affected, some that it is more
practical or more scientific, others that it is industrial, and oneathat
all subjects are taught from the standpoint of the farmer. To pro-
vide for the vocational ,subjects in many instances the anfount of
foreign language taught has been curtailed. .

The mathematical curriculum is reported by many schools a9 not
at all affected by the special object of the school. A few report that
the amount of mathematics is reduced. One reports more geometry
and surveying than would otherwise he given. Quite a number
report that the work is more practical and filo! advanced arithmetic
and farm accotents are included.

The feplies to the question asking how the specific aim and object
of the school affected :the method of teaching mathematics were
so 5,liversilled that no general conclusion. can be given.. About a third
of the replies state that thevnethods .are more practical, but only a
fel). state in what waythat whether in subject matter and char-
acter of problems or in methods of teaiThing. About a fourth of the
replies state that the method of teaching the subjects is not affected:
Several make no reply, jolably pecause the methods are unaffected.
One states that the laboratory method is used and one that the work
is mostly individual on account of the uneven preparation.

The subject of the correlation of the various mathematical sub-
jects seems to have received but little attention, and but few report
any effort in that direction. No attempt seems to be made to correlate
mathematics with agriculture, except in the case of arithmetic. A
few report that all attempt is made to correlate with physics and with
science. In general a favorable opinion of correlation is expressed,
although it. appears that yerylittle attention is.given to the matter.

The use of the laboratory wethod with mathematical 'subjects
seems in general to be very limited., Where used the reports state
thafthe results are good.

In gekeral the requirements for entrance are the completio of the
work of the common school, which varies somewhat in the different.
localities. Eighth grade arithmetic seems to be about the maximum
requirement. in mathematics. One reports no entrance requirementti
excepting a minimum age limit. of 14 years for boys and 1.3 years for
girls.

Entrance is generally secured by either examination or certificate,
although a few admit by examination only. The work in mathe-
matics in the

more
schools, while showing a considerable varia-

tion, differs more in degree than inoubject matter. A majority of
the schools 'present arithmetic of some Aort, under the name of prac-
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tical arithmecie, farm accounts, bookkeeping, mensuration, etc.
Practically all' include a reasonably good course in algebra. Well-
known texts are used and a fair amount of time allotted to the
subject. The same may be said of the course in plane geometry,
while a number pay attention to the applications as well. Solid
geometry is given in quite a large number of the schools, and the
time allotted to the subject seems sufficient to do the work satis-
factorily.

In about 25 per cent of the schools replying trigonometry is given.
and in a somewhat smaller number, plane surveying.

The relati4 stress placed upon mathematical dexterity, analytical
power, accuracy, and logical keenness seems to differ widely in the
different schools. A disappointingly large number seem to put no
special stress on accuracy/

Owing to the! recent establishment of this type of school in this
country the curriculum is yet in 'a formative state. Undoubtedly a
satisfactory course for these schools will be developed, probably as a
part of the larger problem of industrial education. On account. of
its practical character and wide application, mathematics is sure to
occupy an important place in this kind of education. That the sub-
ject matter, problems, and applications of mathematics to various
industries can and should be much better presented than has been
done in the past. seems obvious.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT ON THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL
OF SECONDARY AND INTERMEDIATE GRADE.

Within the lastdecade the industrial school of secondary and
intermediate grade has assumed an important place in our system of
education.

It has been felt that both elementary and secondary schools have
made ittoo generally their aim to prepare the pupil for eventual
higher education and have in consequence laid too little stress on pre-
paring him for immediate vocational efficiency. To this may be
attributed the sudden decrease in school registration at the end of
the period of compulsory attendance.'

To satisfy. this demand for vocational education of intermediate
and secondary grade numerous technical and industrial schools have
been established and are being established in all parts of the country.

In order to determine the native of the mathematiatTerrricula of
these schOols, and,,in particular to determine what mathematics their
authorities consider essential for industrial efficiency, the following
circular was sent to about 40 schools listed in Bulletin II of the
National Society for The Promotion of Industrial Education:

I. What is the mathematical preparation required of a candidate for admix-
Ilion to your ',hoof?

thisslicimmetts Commission on IntInstrial.and Technical EducaUon. Report, 1906.
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II. What textbook, If any, do you use in each branch of mathematics taught

t III. Is the mathenditics in your school shallot. in scope. content. and method
Jto that in the ordinary academic secondary school/

IV. If it is not. Is it practical, applied, or shop mathematics'
V. What topics, parts, or subdivisions of algebra, geonattry, arithmetie, etc.,

do you include In your course in mathematics?
VI. Ilow much time (hours a week, weeks a year, and years) do you devote

.4...44/to each branch of mathematics?'
VII. ('an you furnish me with a few specimen problems used by you in the

various branches of your practical mathematics'?
VIII. Could you send me specinik examination 'papers with you have set

for your classes in the various brunches of mathematics'/I

Replies to these questions were received from 21 of the 40 schools.
It appears front the answers that of these 21 schools are of college
grade, and hence need not be considered here; are high schools of
the usual type, listed as industrial 4chools because they offer a certain
amount of idiopwork; 2 are schools for apprentices; and the remain-
ing 11 are really industrial schads. .

The replies may be summarized in part as follows:

I.Preparation for entraw.e.
Number

of schools.
No preparation required for entrance_ 1

Knowledge of the fundamental operatious 2
Mathematics of the first six grades of the elementary school_
Mathematics of the first eight grades 13

II. "Use

It appears that a number of the schools use no text in certain or
in all of the subjects, but that when texts are used they are of the
type employed in general secondary schools,,,The results in detail
are as follows:

S bloc Is

Number of school. ming-

No text ! Text. Total.

Elementary algebra It 19
Plane geometry 9. 10 19
Solid geometry l 4 a
Plane trigonometry

!

A dvanwd algebra ..... 4'
Elements of bookkeeping 2

III.Scope and contcnt of CMilst'.

Mot-of the schools aim at including in their course the mathe-
matical work ordinarily given in the general secondary school. They.
ordinarily give in addition intraction in such matters as percentage,
mensuration, and the ape of formulae.
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All claim a scope and content of course more extensive than that
of the general secondary school.

It L tltr wad; prartiral, applied, ar Niro!) wathenadic;.)

The schools all claim that it is eminently so.

VII. Proide 'mi.

There is a marked difference in the character of the problems sub-
mitted by Schools which arc merely general high schoolsWith shops
attach& and those which are essentially industrial schools. In
schools of the former class the problems are for the 'most part similar
to those found in the mathematical tests used in general secondary
schools. In a long list of problems submitted by a school or this
class, the nearest approach to an industrial problem is the following:

"In a hexagonal nut the .distance across the flats is 11 times the
ditimeter of the bolt plus 1 inch. The thickness of the head is one-
half the distance across the flats. A hexagonal nut is :: of an inch
on a side. Find the distance across the flats, the approximate
diameter )f the bolt, and the thickness "of the head." The problems
submitted by schools of the latter :lass are apparently drawn from
industrial practice. They involve; however. no mathematics beyond
mensuration and the arithmetic of the elementar3; schools.

If one is to judge tile matheinaticalpeheeds of the spcondaty indus-
trial schools on the basis of the problems submitted iii answer to the
questionnaire, it seems that direct use is made of little mathematics
beyond arithutetic and certain elementary facts of algebra, geometry,
and trigonometry. Nevertheless, these schools apparently cover the .4,
traditional mathematical curriculum of the secondary school. It
would appear that in the present early stage of their evolution tiles&
schools have not yet satisfactorily adjusted the content of their
courses to the concrete externa tr demands of the shop, on the one hand,
and the more abstract interns requirenAts of good pedagogy, on
the other. There are certain problems frequently arising,in machine-
shop practice which do not appear among the problems submitted,
and which require for thorough comprehension much more than the
usual mathematical course of the secorttlary school. The operation
of "compoUnd indexing" on the milling machine requires the solu-
tion of a linear indeterminate equation. Certain operatiotel with
the drew- cutting lathe require the approximate representation of a
given rational or irrationADumber by the convergents of a continued
fraction and the determination of the error of the approximation.
The fact that such convergents give the best approximation obtain-.
able by Aiwa of rational fractions of denominator nOt exceeding
that of the convergent is of prime importance here. Not only this,
but the following problem often arises:: To express with as great
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approximation as possible a given irrational or rational n-isinber by

means of a product, ni
Mg
42 of rational fractions in which II M tn.,Mi

are comparatively small integers.'
In certain industritil schools mathematics, though definitely in-

cluded in the course of 'study, is not taught as a separate and distinct
subject. It is simply introduced as the student happens to strike
some phase of work in the shops or drafting room which requires
the knowledge of a certain fact. The fact is brought out for his
immediate use. In this sway he obtains his mathematics.

The question now arises, Ilow much of this instruction is valu-
able? ' how long can the student, so. taught, whin the knowledge
of the facts given him? Can he moreover, appreciate the facts
brought to his attention?

In the first place, such instruction can hardly develop any orig-
inality on the part of the pupil. In the second place, he has not. the
apperceptive mass, from which the various mathematical facts and
relations can be drawn out. At best, lie can only be made to see that
the statementsrma,de to him are plausible. At most, he sees only a
glimmer-of light, and then comes total darkness. When one realizes
how difficult to most pupils are certain propositions in geometry,
what must one's judgment. be upon a method of teaching which tries
to impress merely isolated mathematical facts upon the mindupon
it mind, moreover, which has not been prepared by constant drill to
recognize intuitively mathematical relations. The conclusion must
he that such teaching can not give the student power or lasting
knowledge.. Often no better teaching. can be done on, account of the
lack of. time, but such teaching should not be designated as instruc-
tion in mathematics.

In conclusion it may be said that in schools in which mathematics
is taught as a distinct subject, the purse has not yef been developed
which will provide thorough and adequate preparation to attack with
full understanding the problein of the shop. It is doubtful whether
such preparation can be -supplied. with much lesS attention to, the
formal and logical element than is now customarily given.

The instruction in schools which have no separate mathematical
course must., in its present condition, at best be regarded as an
undesirable though possibly necessary concession to the demands of
a brief course.

The problem of constructing a course which shall he both mathe-
matically and industrially satisfactory is as yet. unsolved, largely-
for the reason that the schools of both types are as yet only in an
experimental state.

i"L A Practical Treatise on Gearing,'? Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Co., Providence,
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